Bobcat Brass Offering 15 Percent Off S&W .40 Caliber
Brass
RL Imre November 26, 2013
One of the most useful models of handguns among law enforcement and others is
the Smith & Wesson .40 caliber. Now, Bobcat Brass is offering 15 percent off all
Bobcat Brasss

Smith & Wesson .40 caliber once-fired brass.
(Newswire.net -- November 26, 2013) LaGrange, North Carolina --

When it comes to finding once-fired 9mm brass or once-fired 45 ACP brass, it is usually easy to locate. The 9 mm is
one of the most popular handguns ever made, and many people like the size and heft of a .45 as their choice of gun.
However, it is hard to beat the Smith & Wesson .40 caliber for both strength and usability. Combining the heft and
power that give it strength with a lighter weight and kick than a .45, this gun is one of choice for many law
enforcement agencies as well as for home protection and target practice.
Now, Bobcat Brass announces a sale on all Smith & Wesson .40 caliber once-fired brass . Buyers can save 15
percent on bulk orders, including 500-round packages, nickel 500-round packages and 1000-round packages.
These packages contain not only top quality once-fired brass that has been cleaned and polished to a “like new”
appearance but also a small overage percentage. Bobcat Brass realizes that a small amount of once-used brass
simply will not be suitable for reloading, so every order is overfilled to ensure buyers receive their fair share of oncefired brass.
For those who like the sturdy dependability of the .40 caliber Smith & Wesson, Bobcat Brass offers a great deal on
once-fired brass. This is a great way to stock up for the future with a bulk order of brass that will keep reloaders busy
for a long time to come.
Along with bullets for reloading, Bobcat Brass also has fantastic prices on accessories such as Trijicon scopes and
Acog scopes. The leader in bulk once-fired brass can also provide other accessories and items related to shooting
for enthusiasts who love a good bargain as much as they love firearms.
About Bobcat Brass: Bobcat Brass is the Internet’s premiere source for once-fired brass for sale. For the best
Lake City brass available, including 5.56 brass, 223 brass for sale, reloading 45 ACP, 9mm brass for sale, bulk 223
brass, once-fired 308 brass, and 6.8 SPC brass, Bobcat Brass is the place to go.
For More Information: http://www.bobcatbrass.com/
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